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ABSTRACT

Striated Muscle UNC-45, also known as UNC-45b, is an important protein
that acts as a chaperone for myosin in cardiac and skeletal muscles, binding to
myosin at its C-terminal UCS domain and regulating its assembly into thick
filaments and sarcomeric structures. The UCS domain contains a large loop that
is believed to be the first point of interaction between myosin and UNC-45b.
GATA-4 is an essential transcription factor that facilitates transcription of several
genes in cardiac development, particularly alpha-heavy chain myosin in heart
tissue. Recently, studies have shown that there is interaction of GATA-4 with
UNC-45b and that GATA-4 binds to the UCS domain. The implications of this
interaction suggests that UNC-45b may play a role in not only the folding of
myosin, but in the transcription of it as well. The aim of this study was to identify
potential interaction interfaces between GATA-4 and the loop of UNC-45b and
determine if the interactions are specific through computational models.
Computational analysis suggests that the UCS loop is the preferential binding
site of GATA-4 and that van der Waals packing is the primary method of binding.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
1.1 Background
Transcription factors and chaperones are two incredibly important protein
groups in living organisms. Transcription factors are proteins that bind to specific
DNA sequences and increase the rate of gene expression, allowing for specific,
essential proteins to be transcribed when the cell needs them, such as during cell
growth and development or during an immune response (Reviewed in Lambert et
al. 2018). Chaperones are proteins that will bind to and help unfolded proteins
fold into their correct forms, preventing misfolding and making the protein
functional (Reviewed in Buchner 2019). Chaperones that bind to and fold
transcription factors are of extreme importance, as they would exert control over
the transcription factor and affect gene transcription. Such interactions would
give insight to cellular development and would have implications for medical
treatment.
One such chaperone protein is UNC-45b. UNC-45b is an essential
chaperone protein in cellular development and is found in skeletal and cardiac
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muscle (Price et al. 2002). It is necessary for the organization of myosin into thick
filaments and the formation of contractile rings for cytokinesis (Barral et al. 1998;
2002). Mutations in UNC-45b can lead to serious defects, such as loss of cardiac
function (Jansen et al. 1996) and failure during cardiogenesis (Chen et al. 2012).
The transcription factor it binds to is GATA-4. GATA-4 is a zinc-finger
transcription factor protein that is necessary for cardiogenesis (Kuo et al. 1997,
Molkentin et al. 1997) and septation of heart muscle (Zhou et al. 2017). It has
been shown that high levels of GATA-4 leads to regeneration of cardiac tissue in
neonatal mice after cryogenic injury (Mohammadi et al. 2017). The protein
promotes transcription of several genes, including the gene for alpha-heavy
chain myosin (Molkentin et al. 1994).
Research done by Chen et al. (2012) showed that there is a binding
interaction between UNC-45b and GATA-4. This interaction is believed to be a
chaperoning relationship between UNC-45b and GATA-4. Recently, Anderson
(2019, Odunuga et al. 2020) showed evidence with pull-down assays that GATA4 binds with the UCS domain of UNC-45b, and that the UCS domain is the only
domain needed for binding to occur.
Modeling programs and software play an important role in the
experimental process in biochemistry. The use of visualization software allows
for proteins to be displayed and to view interactions in detail. Computational
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systems can also run simulations and create models of potential experimental
results. The information gained from such systems can help provide targets for
further experimentation in the lab, helping to prevent trial and error and cutting
down on operating costs (Cramer 2004). The focus of this research was to use
modeling software to simulate and confirm that the UCS domain is where GATA4 binds with high specificity and to determine the interaction interfaces between
the two proteins. The list of programs used and their descriptions can be found in
appendix A1 on Page 60.

1.2 UCS Proteins and UNC-45b
The UCS is a family of proteins (UNC-45/CRO1/She4p) that all function as
chaperones for myosin, assisting in folding and assembly into thick filaments
(Barral et al. 1998, 2002; Price et al. 2002; Lee et al. 2014; reviewed in Ni and
Odunuga, 2015). UCS proteins in animals are specifically called UNC-45. Two
variants of unc-45 genes exist, unc-45A and unc-45B in humans and unc-45a
and unc-45b in mice (Price et al. 2002). In mice, UNC-45a protein is expressed in
organs such as the kidneys, liver, and lungs and is often referred to as general
cell UNC-45 (GC UNC-45). UNC-45b is found only in skeletal and cardiac
muscles; it is often referred to as striated muscle UNC-45 (SM UNC-45) (Price et
al. 2002). The UNC-45b protein is essential to cellular development, as it is
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necessary for myosin to form contractile rings during cytokinesis and to assemble
into thick filaments (Barral et al. 1998; 2002). It is also essential in myosin and
actin related processes in eukaryotic cells (Shi and Blobel 2010; Hutagalung et
al. 2002).
UNC-45 was first identified when mutations causing a structural defect in
myosin filaments in muscle cells of C. elegans were found (Epstein and Thomson
1974). Mutations in UCS proteins lead to serious defects in cytokinesis and
myofibril organization in C. elegans (Epstein and Thomson 1974), endocytosis in
S. cerevisiae (Jansen et al. 1996), paralysis and loss of cardiac function in
zebrafish (Wohlgemuth et al. 2007), and failure during cardiogenesis in mice
(Chen et al. 2012). It also leads to failure in sarcomeric organization
(Donkervoort et al. 2020). The structure of UNC-45 is shown in Figure 1.
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C Terminus

Helix 13H3

N Terminus

Figure 1: The structure of UNC-45 from C. elegans in complex with Hsp90; PBD ID: 4I2Z
(Gazda et al. 2013)

UNC-45 proteins contain three domains: an N-terminal tetratricopeptide
repeat domain (TPR), a central armadillo repeat (ARM), and a C-terminal UCS
domain (Gazda et al. 2013) (Figure 1). The TPR domain binds preferentially to
heat shock protein (Hsp) 90 but also to Hsp70 molecular chaperones (Barral et
al. 2002; Srikakulam et al. 2008). The ARM domain contains a central and neck
region (Gazda et al. 2013). The UCS domain is the binding site for myosin
(Barral et al. 1998; 2002).
The TPR domain binds to Hsp90 and Hsp70 through the EEVD peptide
sequence of the heat shock protein. This relationship has been well
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characterized in the interaction of Hsp70 and Hsp90 with Hop (Hsp70/90
organizing protein) (Scheufler et al. 2000, Odunuga et al. 2003). The recruitment
of Hsp proteins to the TPR domain helps support UNC-45b during myosin folding
(Gazda et al. 2013).
The UCS domain is the known location where chaperone activity with
myosin occurs, but the exact binding and folding mechanisms are unknown
(Gazda et al. 2013, Bujalowski et al. 2014). The UCS domain has two areas of
importance: a groove containing the α-helix 13H3 and a large loop near the
middle of the domain. The helix 13H3 is highly conserved and is believed to be
the area of binding for myosin during folding (Gazda et al. 2013). The larger loop
is a highly conserved motif among the UCS family that lines the crest of the
groove (Gazda et al. 2013) and is believed to be a putative binding loop that
helps in myosin binding (Gazda et al. 2013, Gaziova et al. 2020). Additionally,
the grooves present in the UCS domain interact in myosin folding and mutations
in the grooves alter the formation of sarcomeres (Gaziova et al. 2020). Mutations
outside of the binding area can also alter the structure significantly, such as the
naturally occurring mutation from arginine 805 to tryptophan (R805W) that is
known to cause cataracts in humans (Gaziova et al. 2020).
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1.3 UNC-45 and Hsp90 Interaction in Myosin Folding
While myosin binds to the UCS domain of UNC-45, the TPR-mediated
interaction with Hsp90 is highly specific and is important in the folding of myosin.
It has been shown that mutant UNC-45 that lacks a TPR domain will not interact
with Hsp90 but will still interact with Hsp70, suggesting that the relationship
between UNC-45 and Hsp90 is specifically mediated by the TPR domain (Barral
et al. 2002).
Hsp90 can act as a chaperone for myosin on its own and when in
complex with UNC-45. UNC-45 recruits Hsp90 to bind to its TPR domain to
assist in myosin folding and maintaining the integrity of myosin assemblies
(reviewed in Ni and Odunuga, 2015). Hsp90 also forms intermediate multimeric
structures during myosin folding (Srikakulam and Winkelman, 2004).
The target of the interaction between SM UNC-45 and Hsp90 was further
demonstrated by Liu et al. (2008) and Srikakulam et al. (2008). They showed that
the complex that formed between SM UNC-45 and Hsp90 bound to unfolded
myosin and promoted its folding. As a result, both SM UNC-45 and Hsp90
interact directly with myosin and serve as chaperones for myosin thick filament
assembly (Du et al. 2008; Gaiser et al. 2011).
Furthermore, it has been shown that SM UNC-45 and Hsp-90 act to
maintain integrity of myosin thick filaments and other myosin assemblies (Etard
et al. 2008; Gazda et al. 2013). Existence of SM UNC-45 in multimeric form
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(Figure 2) also supports its role in the organization of sarcomeric proteins. The
protein was shown to form linear chains that can offer multiple binding sites for
cooperative chaperones and client proteins (Gazda et al. 2013). These linear
chains of UNC-45 may serve to stabilize thick filaments, inhibit the myosin ATP
hydrolyzing activity, and prevent disorganization of the sarcomere during
assembly (Nicholls et al. 2014). The UCS domain of SM UNC-45 alone also
serves to inhibit the myosin powerstroke (Bujalowski et al. 2017).

Figure 2: Visualization of UNC-45 forming a linear protein chain to stabilize and promote
folding of myosin thick filaments (Gazda et al. 2013)
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1.4 GATA-4
GATA-4 is a cysteine zinc finger protein that acts as an essential
transcription factor. It is important for transcription of several genes, including the
alpha-myosin heavy-chain (alpha-MHC) gene in cardiac tissue (Molkentin et al.
1994). GATA-4 is part of the GATA family of transcription factors containing zinc
fingers (Figure 3, Page 10). A zinc finger consists of four cysteine residues that
bind to a zinc atom in a tetrahedral formation, two anti-parallel beta sheets, and a
single α-helix (Välimäki and Ruskoaho 2020). GATA proteins bind to the specific
DNA sequence WGATAR, where W is an A or T and R is an A or G. The GATA
binding motif is consistent in all forms of the GATA family and serves as the
family name (Evans et al. 1988).
GATA-4 has been shown to be essential for cell differentiation and gene
expression during cardiac development (Kuo et al. 1997, Molkentin et al. 1997,
Dobrzycki et al. 2020). GATA-4 acts within a subset of progenitor cells known as
the “second heart field,” the region of cells that is important for cardiac septation.
The protein is responsible for two pathways that lead to hedgehog signaling and
cell-cycle transition that result in septation of cardiac muscle (Zhou et al. 2017,
Liu et al. 2019).
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Figure 3: Visualization of the zinc-finger structure of GATA-4 from Homo sapiens;
PBD ID: 2M9W

GATA-4 has also been shown to be important in regeneration of cardiac
tissue. In neonatal mice, high levels of GATA-4 led to significant regeneration of
tissue after cryogenic injury (Mohammadi et al. 2017). Studies have shown that
mutations in GATA-4, particularly a 354 A>C mutation, have a significant
association with congenital heart disease (Zhang et al. 2017). Mutations in
GATA-4 have been associated with defects such as the misalignment of the
aorta and pulmonary artery over the right ventricle, atrial septal defects, ventral
septal defects, and others (Liu et al. 2019).
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In addition to being a transcription factor in cardiac tissue, GATA-4 also plays a
role in immune response. It is a transcription factor for tumor suppressors in
several cancers, such as pancreatic cancer (Gong et al. 2018) and colorectal and
gastric cancer (Akiyama et al. 2003). It is also involved in development of the gut
and small intestine (Laverriere et al. 1994) and the liver (Geraud et al. 2017).

1.5 UNC-45 and GATA-4
The interaction between UNC-45 and GATA-4 was first discovered in an
experiment performed by Chen et al. (2012). In the experiment, loss-of-function
mutations of UNC-45b in mice were shown to be lethal during embryonic
development, causing a failure in cardiac development and decreased cardiac
contraction. This highlighted how important UNC-45 is in forming and
accumulating myosin heavy chains and thick filaments (Chen et al. 2012).
However, Chen et al. (2012) also demonstrated that the transcription
activity of GATA-4 was increased when expressed together with UNC-45b. This
observation showed that UNC-45b had functions that were not just limited to
myosin regulation at the protein level, but potentially regulation of its gene
transcription via interaction with its transcription factor, GATA-4 (Chen et al.
2012). The study suggested that UNC-45b and GATA-4 have a chaperoningclient interaction and that UNC-45b may have an impact on the function of
GATA-4.
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Using ClusPro protein docking and pull-down assays, Anderson (2019,
Odunuga et al. 2020) was able to determine that the UCS was the binding
domain in UNC-45b for GATA-4. This finding was consistent with the
chaperoning/client relationship suggested by Chen, et al. (2012). Additionally,
Anderson was able to determine that the TPR domain is not needed for GATA-4
to bind to UNC-45b. The study done by Anderson (2019, Odunuga et al. 2020)
supported the idea that UNC-45b and GATA-4 have a chaperone-client
relationship and further suggested that UNC-45b exerts control over myosin
expression at the genetic level. However, specific areas of interaction and
interaction residues were not identified.

1.6 Research Hypothesis
Anderson (2019, Odunuga et al. 2020) found evidence that suggested that
the binding site for GATA-4 to UNC-45b is the UCS domain, and Chen, et al.
(2012) conducted experiments that showed that GATA-4 transcriptional activity
increased several fold when coexpressed with UNC-45b. Together, these data
suggest that the UCS domain, the same domain that is involved in myosin
folding, has a chaperone relationship with GATA-4, the transcription factor that
promotes the transcription of the alpha-heavy chain myosin gene in heart tissue
(Molkentin et al. 1994).
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Using the protein docking software program ClusPro and protein binding
energy prediction software PRODIGY, it should be possible to identify where
GATA-4 binds to on the UCS domain. The focus of this research was to use
modeling software to simulate and confirm the UCS domain of UNC-45b as the
module where GATA-4 binds with high specificity and to determine and
characterize the interaction interfaces between the two proteins. Based on the
above, the hypothesis of the study was that the large loop of the UCS domain of
SM UNC-45 specifically binds to GATA-4. This hypothesis was tested based on
the following objectives.

1.7 Objectives
1. Model full-length UNC-45b (FL UNC-45b) and validate the structure.
2. Model full-length GATA-4 (FL GATA-4) and validate the structure.
3. Dock the two protein models to identify domains of interaction and
interaction interfaces.
4. Characterize the interaction interface through mutagenesis of amino acids.
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CHAPTER 2

Materials and Methods

A flow chart graphically showing the experimental procedure can be found
in Figure 4 (Page 18). A list of all programs and websites used, as well as a brief
description of their functions and where they can be obtained, can be found in
the List of Programs and Websites section in Appendix A1 on Page 60.

2.1 UNC-45b and GATA-4 Model Generation
Sequences for UNC-45b and GATA-4 of Mus musculus were obtained
through UniProtKB. These sequences were uploaded to SWISS-MODEL to
generate the models to be used in this study. The models selected to be used for
docking were chosen based on a combination of QMEAN and GMQE scores and
their template models.
PyMol was used to visualize the models and conduct a RMSD analysis to
validate the model structures. The align command was used to superimpose the
model with its template and return a RMSD value. The model of GATA-4 had its
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chain renamed to “B” in PyMol for the purpose of avoiding a conflict in analysis of
interacting residues. UNC-45b models kept their original chain name of “A.”

2.2 Docking of UNC-45b and GATA-4
Docking of UNC-45b and GATA-4 was done in the ClusPro webserver.
The PDB files of the receptor (UNC-45b) and the ligand (GATA-4) were uploaded
as a job to ClusPro. The jobs were run on the CPU server. No chains were
specified for interaction as each model contained only one chain, and no
advanced options were selected for the job.

2.3 Obtaining Kd Values and Interaction Interfaces
Models generated through ClusPro docking were downloaded and placed
into a zip file. The zip file was uploaded to the PRODIGY webserver to obtain Kd
values of the models. Interactor 1 was listed as “A” for UNC-45b, and Interactor 2
was listed as “B” for GATA-4. The temperature was left at 25.0 °C. The job was
submitted, and PRODIGY returned a table listing various values, including Kd
and ΔG values, for each model. The table was copied into an excel file for
analysis.
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Interaction interfaces were obtained by uploading individual models to the
PRODIGY server. Interactor 1 was listed as “A” for UNC-45b, Interactor 2 listed
as “B” for GATA-4, and temperature was left as 25.0 °C. PRODIGY returned a
text file listing all interaction residues between UNC-45b and GATA-4 in that
model. Each text file was copied into Excel.
For ease of viewing and analysis, the Ablebits addon for Excel was
downloaded in order to consolidate the different spreadsheets of interaction
interfaces into a single sheet comparing each model.
2.4 Modeling of Interaction Interfaces
Modeling of interaction interfaces was done in ChimeraX, a visualization
software. Models of UNC-45b docked with GATA-4 that contained interactions of
interest were opened in ChimeraX. The interacting amino acids were edited to
display in ball-and-stick form and were labeled. The distance function was used
to measure distances between atoms of interacting amino acids to determine the
type of bonding interaction. The distances were labeled, and a picture of the
interaction was taken.

2.5 Mutagenesis
Mutagenesis was accomplished through the use of the Mutagenesis
Wizard in PyMol. Mutations were only done on UNC-45b and only one mutation
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was done per model. The model of UNC-45b was opened in PyMol, the residue
to be mutated was selected, and the desired mutation was chosen in the
Mutagenesis Wizard and applied to the model. The model was renamed and
saved.
The mutated models were docked with GATA-4 in ClusPro. The resulting
models were analyzed in PRODIGY to obtain their Kd values and interaction
interfaces. Interactions with the mutated residue were recorded and compared to
interactions in models of non-mutated docking.
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Figure 4: Flowchart of the experimental procedure. Shows the steps taken and what
website/program was utilized.
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CHAPTER 3

Results
3.1 Mouse UNC-45b Models
The protein sequence for Mus musculus UNC-45b was obtained from the
UniProtKB website. The sequence was uploaded to SWISS-MODEL to generate
models. Nine models were generated. Model 1 and Model 2 were selected, with
Model 1 using the PDB ID 4I2Z (UNC-45b in C. elegans) and Model 2 using
3NOW (UNC-45b in D. melanogaster) as templates. Model 1 was renamed as
Open Loop (Figure 4) and Model 2 was renamed as Closed Loop (Figure 5), due
to the orientation of the large loop. The Closed Loop model had better QMEAN
and GMQE scores, but the Open Loop model used a template that is considered
to be a more accurate representation of UNC-45b because the loop is extended
and the TPR domain is present.
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UCS Domain
C Terminus

Open Loop

Groove

Neck Region

TPR Domain
N Terminus

ARM Domain
Central Region

Figure 5: Open Loop model using Template 4I2Z from C. elegans,
viewed in SWISS-MODEL

UCS Domain
C Terminus

Groove
Closed Loop

Neck Region

N Terminus
Central Region

ARM Domain

Figure 6: Closed Loop model using Template 3NOW from D. melanogaster,
viewed in SWISS-MODEL
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The two model structures were confirmed by superimposing each model
with its template in PyMol and calculating RMSD values. This was accomplished
using the align command.
Table
Table2:1RMSD calculation of the
Open Loop model

Table 1: RMSD calculation of the Closed
Loop model

Confirmation of Open Loop and 4I2Z
Cycle
Atoms Excluded RMSD
0
0
1.862
1
313
0.92
2
354
0.63
3
231
0.55
4
133
0.52
5
59
0.511

Confirmation of Closed Loop and 3NOW
Cycle
Atoms Exlcuded RMSD
0
0
1.272
1
259
0.44
2
204
0.18
3
251
0.14
4
193
0.12
5
119
0.115

The RMSD for both models, before considering atoms that were outliers,
was less than two angstroms. This shows that the models were very similar in
structure to the template. After removing outlier atoms, such as different
sidechains between the model and the template, the RMSD dropped further,
validating the models as acceptable models.
3.2 Mouse GATA-4 Model
The protein sequence for Mus musculus GATA-4 was obtained from the
UniProtKB website. The sequence was uploaded to SWISS-MODEL to generate
models. 7 models were generated. Model 2 was selected due to it containing
both zinc-finger motifs, containing two zinc ions, and having the best QMEAN
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and GMQE scores of all models generated. It used PDB ID 4HC9 (GATA-3 in
Homo sapiens) as a template. This model was renamed as FL GATA-4.

C Terminal Zinc Finger

N Terminus

Zn2+

Zn2+

C Terminus
N Terminal Zinc Finger

Figure 7: Model 2 of GATA-4 based on Template 4HC9 from Homo sapiens;
viewed in SWISS-MODEL
The structure of FL GATA-4 was confirmed by superimposing the model
with its template in PyMol and calculating the RMSD value with the align
command.
Table 3: RMSD Calculation for FL GATA-4
Confirmation of FL GATA-4 and 4HC9
Cycle
Atoms Excluded RMSD
0
0
0.218
1
10
0.11
2
39
0.09
3
20
0.08
4
12
0.08
5
8
0.079
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The RMSD values in Table 3 for FL GATA-4 were excellent, showing that
it matches the template extremely well. Before outliers were excluded, the RMSD
value was 0.218 angstroms, an acceptable number. But exclusion of outliers led
to extremely low RMSD values, further showing how well the model matches to
its template.
3.3 Docking of UNC-45b and GATA-4
Because ClusPro does not rename chains that are used in construction of
its docking models, the FL GATA-4 was edited in PyMol to reidentify the
sequence chain to “B”. UNC-45b models kept their chain ID of “A”. This was
necessary for saving time when doing Kd calculations and finding interaction
residues.
The PDB files of the receptor (UNC-45b) and ligand (GATA-4) were
uploaded to ClusPro. The CPU server was used. Because the models only
contained one chain each, no chains were specified. No advanced options were
used. Two separate jobs were run on ClusPro for each combination of receptor
and ligand – Open Loop/FL GATA-4 and Closed Loop/FL GATA-4. Each job
generated 30 models. The balanced models were selected to be analyzed, as
they took a balanced approach to docking instead of favoring electrostatic or
hydrophobic interactions. All balanced models were downloaded and put into zip
files to be analyzed in the PRODIGY webserver.
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The PRODIGY protein-protein function was used. The zip file containing
docked models from a job was uploaded. Interacting ID chains were specified, A
for UNC-45b, and B for GATA-4. The temperature was left at 25 degrees Celsius.
The job was submitted, and results recorded. The model that had the lowest Kd
value was selected as being the best representation of the protein docking for
that job.

Loop

C Terminus
Groove

FL GATA-4

N Terminus

Figure 8: Model 14 of Open Loop and FL GATA-4 resulted in the lowest
Kd value of 2.1E-16 at 25 °C
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Groove

FL GATA-4
Loop

C Terminus

N Terminus

Figure 9: Model 25 of Closed Loop and FL GATA-4 resulted in the lowest Kd value of 8.1E-15 at 25
°CFigure 8

Both Figure 7 and Figure 8 had GATA-4 interacting with the UCS domain
of UNC-45b, and both were interacting with the large loop in the central area of
the UCS domain.
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3.4 Interaction Interface Modeling
When a single model is run through the PRODIGY webserver, a list of
interaction residues is generated. All interacting residues for all models were
compiled into Excel. To narrow down potential specific interactions, a list of all
interactions that occurred in more than one model was generated. For the
purposes of this experiment, this list of interactions was focused on the large loop
of the UCS domain, as it is believed to be a putative binding loop.
The set of models for Open Loop UNC-45b with Full Length GATA-4 had
226 interactions with the loop that occurred in at least two models. The set with
Closed Loop UNC-45b and Full Length GATA-4 had 97. To narrow the list down
further, interactions that occurred at least twice in each interaction scenario were
compiled into Table 4.
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Table 4: List of the shared interactions on the loop of UNC-45b between
Models of Open Loop with FL GATA-4 and Closed Loop with FL GATA-4
UNC-45b

Interacting Acid
of GATA-4

Open Loop/FL GATA4 models where
interaction is present
2, 15, 19, 22, 26
1, 22
15, 19, 22

Closed Loop/GATA-4
models where
interaction is present
8, 25
2, 23
2, 23

VAL 588
VAL 588
VAL 588

LEU 260
ARG 264
THR 277

LYS 589
LYS 589
LYS 589
LYS 589

LEU 260
GLY 313
ILE 314
THR 316

1, 2, 22, 28
19, 22
2, 15, 19, 22, 28
2, 11, 15, 21, 22, 26,
28

8, 25
2, 23
23, 25
8, 25

GLU 590
GLU 590

LEU 260
ILE 314

1, 2, 15, 19, 22
1, 2, 19, 21, 22

8, 23
23, 25

VAL 591
VAL 591

GLN 315
THR 316

2, 16, 19, 21, 22
2, 19, 21, 22, 26, 28

8, 25
8, 25

VAL 592
VAL 592
VAL 592
VAL 592
VAL 592
VAL 592
VAL 592

ARG 259
LEU 260
THR 279
ILE 314
GLN 315
THR 316
ARG 317

0, 25, 28
1, 16
2, 16, 22
1, 2, 16
1, 16, 21
1, 16, 21, 27
2, 15, 20, 21, 22, 25

8, 23
8, 23
8, 23
8, 23
8, 23
8, 23
8, 23, 25

PRO 593
PRO 593

ARG 259
ARG 317

11, 28
2, 20, 21, 22, 26

8, 23
8, 23

GLU 594

ARG 317

2, 16, 21, 22

5, 8, 11, 23

GLN 597

ARG 259

11, 16

11, 18

LEU 598

HIS 234

15, 28

18, 23

GLN 604

ARG 317

19, 20, 26

3, 17

PRO 607

ALA 262

15, 28

8, 23
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Four amino acids of FL UNC-45b and their interactions with FL GATA-4
were selected from Table 4 for visualization and further analysis through
mutagenesis. Those amino acids and their contacts with FL GATA-4 are shown
in Table 5.

Table 5: Amino acids of UNC-45b selected for visualization in ChimeraX
and their interactions with FL GATA-4
UNC-45b

Interacting Acid
of GATA-4
LEU 260
ILE 314

Open Loop/FL GATA4 models where
interaction is present
1, 2, 15, 19, 22
1, 2, 19, 21, 22

Closed Loop/GATA-4
models where
interaction is present
8, 23
23, 25

GLU 590
GLU 590
VAL 592
VAL 592
VAL 592
VAL 592
VAL 592
VAL 592
VAL 592

ARG 259
LEU 260
THR 279
ILE 314
GLN 315
THR 316
ARG 317

0, 25, 28
1, 16
2, 16, 22
1, 2, 16
1, 16, 21
1, 16, 21, 27
2, 15, 20, 21, 22, 25

8, 23
8, 23
8, 23
8, 23
8, 23
8, 23
8, 23, 25

GLN 604

ARG 317

19, 20, 26

3, 17

PRO 607

ALA 262

15, 28

8, 23

Of the interactions in Table 5, the interaction of GLN 604 in UNC-45b and
ARG 317 in GATA-4 was of special consideration, as it had been identified as
part of a semi-conserved sequence on the loop believed to play a role in the
binding of myosin (Gaziova et al. 2020). The interaction of PRO 607 in UNC-45b
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with ALA 262 in GATA-4 was also considered as it was close in proximity to the
conserved sequence in question.
1Prodigy

does not determine the type of interactions that occurred. The

interfaces of the interactions between PRO 607 and ALA 262 (Figures 9 and 10)
and the interactions of GLN 604 and ARG 317 (Figures 11 and 12) from both
Open Loop and Closed Loop models were modeled in ChimeraX in order to
visualize the binding and determine what types of bond were involved. These
interactions were compared to see if there were similar binding interactions
between the models.

Figure 10:
9 Interaction of PRO 607 of UNC-45b and ALA 262 of
GATA-4 in Model 15 of Open Loop/FL GATA-4. Shows a potential
van der Waals interaction.1

1

The broken yellow lines represent distances between atoms. They are not necessarily bonds but
do represent potential bonds and interactions.
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2

Figure 11: Interaction of PRO 607 of UNC-45b and ALA 262 of GATAFigure
10 8 of Closed Loop/FL GATA-4. Shows potential van der
4 in Model
Waals interactions.2

The yellow lines are the closest distances between atoms of each residue.
Due to the distance and lack of hydrogens, the interactions in both Figure 9 and
Figure 10 are the result of van der Waals forces. The orientation of the residues
in the interaction are not similar between the two figures.

2

The broken yellow lines represent distances between atoms. They are not necessarily bonds but
do represent potential bonds and interactions.
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3

Figure
12: Interaction of GLN 604 of UNC45b
Figure 11
and ARG 317 of GATA-4 in Model 19 of Open
Loop/FL GATA-4. Shows potential van der
Waals interactions.3

3

The broken yellow lines represent distances between atoms. They are not necessarily bonds but
do represent potential bonds and interactions.
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4

Figure12
13: Interaction of GLN 604 of UNC45b and ARG 317 of
Figure
GATA-4 in Model 3 of Closed Loop/FL GATA-4. Shows a moderate
hydrogen bond.4

In the Figure 11, the interaction between GLN 604 and ARG 317 is
extremely distant, so these are van der Waals forces. In the Figure 12, the
sidechain of GLN 604 is oriented more to interact with ARG 317. ChimeraX does
not recognize this as a hydrogen bond as the default setting only classifies bonds
within three Angstroms as hydrogen bonds, but the distance is close enough to
be considered a moderate hydrogen bond.

4

The broken yellow lines represent distances between atoms. They are not necessarily bonds but
do represent potential bonds and interactions.
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5

Figure 14: Interaction of GLN 604 of UNC-45b to ARG
317 of GATA-4 in Model 23 of Open Loop/FL GATA-4.
Shows a potential weak hydrogen bond.5
However, in Figure 13, another Open Loop model that showed a GLN 604
– ARG 317 interaction, a different conformation of the arginine sidechain allowed
for a possible weak hydrogen bond to form between the residues.

5

The broken yellow lines represent distances between atoms. They are not necessarily bonds but
do represent potential bonds and interactions.
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Other interactions that were modeled were the interactions with GLU 590
of UNC-45b, as interactions with LEU 260 and ILE 314 were shared in both Open
Loop (Figure 14) and Closed Loop (Figure 15) models, and GLU 590 was one of
the residues with the highest count of total interactions. The other interaction
modeled was interactions with VAL 592 of UNC-45b (Figure 16 and Figure 17).
VAL592 had the highest number of shared interactions between Open Loop and
Closed Loop, interacting with ARG 259, LEU 260, THR 279, ILE 314, GLN 315,
THR 316, and ARG 317 of GATA-4 in at least two models.

6

Figure 15: Interactions of GLU 590 of UNC-45b with LEU 260 and ILE
314 of GATA-4 in Model 22 of Open Loop/FL GATA-4. Shows van der
Waals interactions.6
There were no hydrogen bonds present in Figure 14. Interactions were
due to van der Waals forces.

6

The broken yellow lines represent distances between atoms. They are not necessarily bonds but
do represent potential bonds and interactions.
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7

Figure 16: Interactions of GLU 590 of UNC-45b
Figure 15
with LEU 260 and ILE 314 in GATA-4 in Model 23 of
Closed Loop/FL GATA-4. Shows two moderate
hydrogen bonds.7

In Figure 15, GLU 590 showed two moderate hydrogen bonds with LEU
260 and ILE 314.

7

The broken yellow lines represent distances between atoms. They are not necessarily bonds but
do represent potential bonds and interactions.
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8

Figure
17: Interactions of VAL 592 of UNC-45b with THR 279 and GLN 315
Figure 16
of GATA-4 in Model 16 of Open Loop/FL GATA-4. Shows two potential,
moderate hydrogen bonds and a potential, weak hydrogen bond.8
Figure 16 shows two possible moderate hydrogen bonds between VAL
592 and GLN 315, and a possible very weak hydrogen bond with THR 279. LEU
260, ILE 314, and THR 316 also interact with Val 592, but are not shown. They
interact with the sidechain of VAL 592 in the form of hydrophobic interactions.

8

The broken yellow lines represent distances between atoms. They are not necessarily bonds but
do represent potential bonds and interactions.
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9

Figure
Figure 17
18: Interactions of VAL 592 of UNC-45b with ARG 259,
THR 279, GLN 315, and THR 317 of GATA-4 in Model 23 of
Closed Loop/FL GATA-4. Shows a strong hydrogen bond with
ARG 317, a moderate hydrogen bond with THR 279, and van
der Waals interactions with ARG 259 and VAL 592.9

Figure 17 shows a hydrogen bond with ARG 317 and a moderate
hydrogen bond with THR 279. There are long distances between VAL 592 and
ARG 259 and GLN 315, but they could be van der Waals interactions. LEU 260,
9

The broken yellow lines represent distances between atoms. They are not necessarily bonds but
do represent potential bonds and interactions.
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ILE 314, THR 316, and ARG 317 also all have interactions with VAL 592,
however they were all more than 6 angstroms away. These were likely van der
Waals or hydrophobic interactions.

3.5 Mutations
Mutations of the modeled amino acids were done in PyMol with the
Wizard mutagenesis tool. Mutations were conducted on the UNC-45b models.
The mutations were designed to be similar to the original amino acid in order to
test for specificity in the interactions.

Table 6: List of mutations conducted
UNC-45b Original Acid

Result of Mutagenesis

PRO 607

ALA 607

GLN 604

ASN 604

GLU 590

ASP 590

VAL 592

ALA 592

The mutations listed in Table 6 were done on both Open Loop and Closed
Loop models of UNC-45b. Mutating the already docked models would not
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change the interaction residue results or Kd values obtained through PRODIGY.
The models were docked in ClusPro with Full Length GATA-4. Models were then
run in the PRODIGY webserver. Kd values and interacting residues with the
mutated amino acid were recorded.
The PRODIGY results looked at interacting amino acids with the mutated
residue. Similar to the modeling results, interactions that were shared with at
least two models in both the Open Loop mutated model with GATA-4 and two
models of Closed Loop mutated model with GATA-4 were recorded in Table 7.

Table 7: Mutations conducted and their change in interacting residues shared between
Open Loop/FL GATA-4 and Closed Loop/FL GATA-4
Mutation
PRO 607 to
ALA 607
GLN 604 to
ASN 604
GLU 590 to
ASP 590
VAL 592 to
ALA 592

Shared Interactions before Mutation

Shared Interactions
After Mutation

ALA 262

ALA 262

ARG 317

None

LEU 260, ILE 314

LEU 260, THR 277,
ILE 314, GLN 315

ARG 259, LEU 260, THR 279, ILE 314,
GLN 315, THR 316, THR 317

None

Because the mutations for GLU 590 to ASP and GLN 604 to ASN had little
change to their sidechain structure and inconclusive interaction differences,
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models were mutated again. Both GLU 590 and GLN 604 were mutated to ALA,
as shown in Table 8.

Table 8: Repeat of mutations for GLN 604 and GLU 590 and the change in interacting
residues shared between Open Loop/FL GATA-4 and Closed Loop/FL GATA-4
Mutation

Shared Interactions before Mutation

GLN 604 to ALA 604
GLU 590 to ALA 590

ARG 317
LEU 260, ILE 314

Shared Interactions
After Mutation
None
LEU 260

The Kd values of the mutated models and if they interacted with the
mutated residue were recorded in Table 9. Table 9 was compared to Table 10,
which contains the lowest Kd values of non-mutated models and if they
interacted with the non-mutated residue.
Table 9: The lowest Kd value for each type of mutation done, and if the lowest Kd value
model had an interaction with the mutated residue
UNC-45b Acid
Mutation
PRO 607 to ALA
GLN 604 to ASN
GLN 604 to ALA
VAL 592 to ALA
GLU 590 to ASP
GLU 590 to ALA

Open Loop/FL GATA-4
Lowest
Interact with
Kd Value
mutated residue?
1.3E-16
Yes
6E-17
Yes
6.9E-17
Yes
2.6E-15
Yes
4E-14
Yes
2.1E-15
Yes
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Closed Loop/FL GATA-4
Lowest
Interact with
Kd Value
mutated residue?
5.5E-15
No
5.3E-15
No
7.1E-15
No
4.3E-13
Yes
3.9E-15
Yes
4.8E-14
Yes

Table 10: Lowest Kd values for non-mutated models and if they interacted with the nonmutated residues
Non-Mutated Models
Lowest Kd
Model System
(M) at 25.0 °C

Interact With?
PRO 607

GLN 604

GLU 590

VAL 592

Open Loop/FL GATA-4

2.10E-16

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Closed Loop/FL GATA-4

8.10E-15

No

No

Yes

Yes

To further analyze the effect of Kd, the lowest Kd values and the average
of the five lowest Kd values for each non-mutated and mutated system were
compiled into Table 11 for comparison.

Table 11: Comparison of the lowest Kd values and the average of the five lowest Kd
values of mutated and non-mutated UNC-45b models
Model
System
Open
Loop
Closed
Loop
Model
System
Open
Loop
Closed
Loop

Lowest Kd Value
GLN 604 GLN 604
to ASN
to ALA

NonMutated

PRO 607
to ALA

VAL 592
to ALA

GLU 590
to ASP

GLU 590
to ALA

2.10E-16

1.3E-16

6E-17

6.9E-17

2.6E-15

4E-14

2.1E-15

8.10E-15

5.5E-15

5.3E-15

7.1E-15

4.3E-13

3.9E-15

4.8E-14

NonMutated

Average Kd Value of Five Lowest Values
PRO 607 GLN 604 GLN 604 VAL 592
to ALA
to ASN
to ALA
to ALA

GLU 590
to ASP

GLU 590
to ALA

1.78E-13

1.01E-13

1.28E-13

1.42E-13

8.25E-14

7.1E-14

1.4E-13

1.23E-12

9.85E-13

1.04E-12

8.99E-13

2.07E-12

1.17E-12

6.54E-13
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CHAPTER 4

Discussion

Since previous work (Anderson 2019, Odunuga et al. 2020) found
evidence that the UCS domain of UNC-45b is the preferred binding domain for
GATA-4, simulation was used to probe the interactions of Full-Length GATA-4
with residues on the large central loop of the UCS domain of UNC-45b. Of
particular importance were the GLN 604 and PRO 607 residues in UNC-45b, as
GLN 604 is part of a sequence in the loop that is relatively conserved and
believed to play a role in binding of myosin to the loop and PRO 607 is near that
sequence.
All of the models generated suggest that GATA-4 binds preferentially to
the UCS domain, as fifty-five of the sixty generated models showed binding to
the UCS domain. All of the Open Loop models showed binding to UCS domain,
and twenty-five Closed Loop models showed binding to the UCS domain. Binding
to the UCS central loop also appeared to be preferential, as thirty-four models
showed an interaction with the loop, and all models with the lowest Kd value had
binding at the loop. Eighteen Open Loop and sixteen Closed Loop models
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showed binding to the loop. Furthermore, it seemed that the loop served to
stabilize the flexible region that bridges the two zinc fingers of GATA-4, as that is
where many of the interactions occurred.
Analysis of shared interactions showed that the majority of repeating
interactions between the Open Loop and Closed Loop models were present on
the loop. Additionally, interaction interfaces of Open Loop models showed very
little interaction with the 13H3 α-helix that is believed to bind to myosin within the
UNC-45b groove. In the Closed Loop models, there was almost no interaction
with the UNC-45b groove at all, likely due to the orientation of the loop over the
groove blocking access to potential binding.
Binding interactions were probed by choosing amino acid interactions that
were common when Open Loop and Closed Loop UNC-45b were docked with FL
GATA-4. In addition to GLN 604 and PRO 607, GLU 590 was chosen due to
having a very high number of interactions with the Open Loop/FL GATA-4
models and the Closed Loop/FL GATA-4 models, although only one interaction
was shared between them more than twice. VAL 592 was also chosen, as it had
the highest number of shared interactions that happened in each system at least
two times.
Analysis of interfaces showed that most of the amino acid interactions
identified in PRODIGY were van der Waals interactions, as they had bond
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distances too large to be accounted for by covalent, ionic, or hydrogen bonds.
Some interactions did have hydrogen bonding, but they were not consistent
across the different models. There could be hydrogen bonds and ionic bonds that
are mediated by H2O, but they are not seen due to ClusPro and ChimeraX not
taking water into account in binding. In addition, many of the interactions
appeared to be hydrophobic in nature, as they were van der Waals interactions
that took place between non-polar groups and the interactions took place in an
area that would be exposed to the aqueous environment around the UCS loop.
Mutagenesis of residues showed mixed results. Mutation of GLN 604 to
ASN 604 did result in ARG 317 interactions being eliminated, but only two of the
original models of Closed Loop had this interaction. Mutating GLN 604 to ALA
604 showed very similar results. These results could be due to variance in the
ClusPro docking system, meaning the shared interaction could be by chance.
PRO 607 did not show any change in binding, and ALA 262 was still the only
GATA-4 residue to bind more than once in both models. It is likely that the
mutation from proline to alanine was not sufficient to induce a change.
Mutation of GLU 590 to ASP 590 led to more interactions occurring at
least twice between Open Loop/FL GATA-4 and Closed Loop/FL GATA-4,
including the ILE 314 and LEU 260 interactions that were present in the original
models. It is possible that this could also be due to random chance in the models
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generated in ClusPro, as only two interactions of each were present in the
Closed Loop/FL GATA-4 models. It is also possible that the change is due to the
rearrangement of the interaction interface, leading to more interactions. The
number of interactions in the Open Loop/FL GATA-4 models was roughly the
same, further showing little change in binding activity. It is likely that mutating
from GLU to ASP was not enough of a change to cause a detrimental effect to
binding.
Mutation of GLU 590 to ALA allowed for a more severe sidechain
mutation. The ILE 314 interaction was not shared across the models, but the
LEU 260 interaction was still present. Additionally, the number of interactions in
the Open Loop models was roughly the same, while the number of interactions in
the Closed Loop Models decreased. Closed Loop models had interactions with
GLU 590 in nine models before mutation, and only five models after mutation. It
is possible that the change in amino acid caused interactions to occur much less
frequently in the Closed Loop models, where the loop is laying against the UCS
domain. This could be a critical factor in stability of the interaction between
GATA-4 and UNC-45b since the loop is very flexible. The decrease in
interactions is likely due to a decrease in van der Waals packing in the Closed
Loop orientation.
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Mutation of VAL 592 to ALA caused the most drastic change. There were
no repeated interactions that occurred after the mutation. Furthermore, the
Closed Loop models had no repeating interactions at all, while the Open Loop
models did. The number of Closed Loop models that had interactions with VAL
592 was five, while nine had interactions before mutation. However, it could also
be due to variance in ClusPro as well, as many of the repeated VAL 592
interactions were due to two models in the Closed Loop group.
Analysis of individual Kd values yielded a mixed outcome. Like the nonmutated models, all of the models with the lowest Kd bound with the UCS
domain. The Open Loop models all bound to PRO 607, GLN 604, VAL 592, GLU
590, and their mutations. The changes in Kd were minor, with the lowest Kd of
the mutant PRO 607 to ALA being 1.3E-16, compared to the 2.1E-16 for the nonmutated model. The minimum Kd was lowered in the GLN 604 to ASN mutation,
down to 6E-17. However, the minimum Kd rose in the VAL 592 to ALA and GLU
590 to ASP mutations to 2.6E-15 and 4E-14, respectively. This gives the
appearance that the mutations of VAL 592 and GLU 590 destabilized binding,
particularly for the hundred-fold difference with the GLU 590 mutation. However,
the averages of the five lowest Kd values showed that the Kd values were
consistent across non-mutated and mutated forms of Open Loop UNC-45b.
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Unlike the Open Loop variants, Closed Loop models did not interact with
PRO 607, GLN 604, or their mutants in their lowest Kd’s. The lowest Kd value for
the PRO 607 to ALA mutation was 5.5E-15, similar to the non-mutated Kd of
8.1E-15. The mutation of GLN 604 to ASN had a Kd of 5.3E-15, and the Kd for
the mutation of GLU 590 to ASP was 3.9E-15. The only Kd that was significantly
different was the VAL 592 to ALA mutation, with a Kd of 4.3E-13. This further
supports the idea that VAL 592 could be important in the stability of the binding
structure. However, like the Open Loop models, the averages of the five lowest
Kd’s showed consistent Kd values across all forms of Closed Loop UNC-45b.
It is important to note that the averaging of the five lowest Kd values may
be an incorrect approach. It is possible that the models generated could be
showing transient binding as GATA-4 moves to the optimal location with the
lowest Kd, and that the lowest Kd models are the accurate description of the
binding. However, it is difficult to conclude that from the still images the models
provide. Further experimentation in a lab would need to be done to conclude one
way or the other.
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Conclusion

Docking in ClusPro was used to confirm Anderson’s (2019, Odunuga et al.
2020) findings that the UCS domain of UNC-45b is the preferential binding site of
GATA-4, with the majority of interactions taking place at that domain. Precursory
analysis also seemed to support the idea that the central loop of the UCS domain
plays a key role in binding and stabilizing GATA-4. Many models showed the
loop binding with the “bridge” between the two zinc fingers of GATA-4, hinting at
a chaperone-client relationship and supporting Chen’s (2012) findings that the
coexpresison with UNC-45b increases the transcriptional activity of GATA-4.
However, simulation was not sufficient to find consistent interaction
interfaces across models that hinted at specificity. This could be due to failure of
ClusPro to generate repeated models or a sufficient number of models to see
real patterns emerge. However, through mutation of residues, it was
demonstrated that GLN 604 and PRO 607 of UNC-45b may not be as important
in binding as believed, even though they are possible putative binders of myosin.
Mutation of VAL 592 showed the greatest results. It was demonstrated
that VAL 592 may be involved in the stabilization of the UNC-45b/GATA-4
complex, as a mutation in it resulted in an increase in the lowest Kd of both the
closed and open loop forms of UNC-45b, a drastic decrease in interactions in the
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closed loop form, and complete elimination of the shared interactions that existed
before mutation. This result shows a potential important interaction between the
UCS loop and GATA-4, supporting the hypothesis that GATA-4 specifically binds
to the loop.
The VAL 592 result shows that ClusPro and PRODIGY were able to
identify a potential interaction to be tested in the lab. The VAL 592 interaction can
be tested by mutating the residue and measuring any changes in chaperoning
activity. A similar result in a laboratory setting would help validate the ClusPro
and PRODIGY systems.
There are other steps that can be taken. The experiment should be
repeated for other residues of UNC-45b, such as the other residues of the loop or
the residues on α-helix 13H3 and the groove itself. Additionally, crystallization of
GATA-4 should be done in order to obtain a full model of GATA-4. Because
GATA proteins have long strands outside of their zinc fingers that extend into and
move in space, only the zinc finger complexes have ever been modeled to be
used as a template. GATA-4 itself has only had a single zinc finger modeled. The
full structure of GATA-4 would be useful for repeating of the experiment, as the
full structure may significantly alter the binding.
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APPENDIX

A1. List of Programs and Websites

AbleBits

A Microsoft Excel addon created by 4Bits Ltd.
Contains functions that allow for efficient
collation of spreadsheets for easier parsing of
multiple data files. Found at
https://www.ablebits.com

ChimeraX

A molecular visualization software created by
the Resource for Biocomputing, Visualization,
and Informatics group at the University of
California at San Francisco. Allows for
displaying of molecules and their interactions.
Found at https://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimerax

ClusPro

A protein docking webserver created and
maintained by Vajda Lab and ABC Group at
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Boston University and Stony Brook University.
Can dock protein structures or amino acid
sequences and build a series of models based
on various conditions. Found at
https://cluspro.bu.edu

PRODIGY

A protein binding energy prediction
(PRODIGY) webserver created by the
Computational Structural Biology group/NMR
Research Group at Utrecht University.
Analyzes models and returns various values
such as Kd and ΔG as well as interacting
amino acids between protein chains. Found at
https://bianca.science.uu.nl/prodigy

PyMol

An open-source molecular visualization
software maintained and distributed by
Schrödinger. Can open and edit PDB files to
rename or mutate models. Found at
https://pymol.org
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RCSB PDB

The Research Collaboratory for Structural
Bioinformatics Protein Data Bank (RCSB PDB)
that is maintained by several universities. A
database that contains the models of proteins
that have been visualized and published in
scientific papers. Found at
https://www.rcsb.org

SWISS-MODEL

A modeling software created by the Protein
Structure Bioinformatics Group at the
University of Basel. Uses known template
structures from PDB to build new models from
an amino acid sequence and calculates
QMEAN and GMQE scores to estimate if the
models are reasonable. Found at
https://swissmodel.expasy.org

UniProtKB

Universal protein resource knowledgebase
(UniProtKB), maintained by the UniProt
consortium. Contains information on specific
proteins. Found at https://www.uniprot.org
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A2. Repeated Interactions Within Models
The loop was not the only place where interactions occurred, but it was
the focus of this experiment. Additionally, Table 4 does not have all the
interactions that took place within the models, the interactions that occurred at
least twice on the Loop in each of Open Loop and Closed Loop models. In the
Open Loop model, the loop consisted of amino acids 583 – 616. When docked
with GATA-4, there were 226 unique interactions that occurred at least twice in
Open Loop models. The loop in Closed Loop models consisted of the amino
acids 584 – 612, and there were 97 unique interactions with GATA-4 that
occurred at least twice. For the sake of simplifying these lists, only interactions
that occurred at least twice in both models were considered and are listed in
Table 4.
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A3. The Terminal Loop of the UCS Domain
Another area of UNC-45 that was analyzed was the N-terminal area of the
UCS domain. At the terminal end, there is a small loop where binding had
occurred in docking. Interactions on this loop were counted and compiled into a
list. This terminal loop consisted of amino acids 895 – 907 in both Open Loop
and Closed Loop models. Open Loop models had 84 unique interactions with
GATA-4 that occurred at least twice, and Closed Loop models had 29. Only five
of these interactions occurred at least twice in both Open and Closed Loop
models and are listed in Table 12.

Table 12: List of Repeating Interactions on the Terminal Loop of the UCS Domain
UNC-45b
Amino Acid

GATA-4
Amino Acid

THR 896
VAL 897
VAL 898
GLU 905
LYS 906

ALA 262
ARG 283
MET 222
ARG 214
GLU 215

Open Loop/FL GATA-4
Models where
Interaction is Present
3, 5
9, 10
6, 18
6, 18
3, 7

Closed Loop/FL GATA-4
Models where
Interaction is Present
7, 14
9, 26
14, 15
3, 15, 17
3, 17, 24, 28

Since there were only five separate interactions that were shared across
the models, it was decided to focus on the large central loop where there was a
higher number of interactions. Interestingly, Open Loop models had a higher
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occurrence of binding to the terminal loop, despite the fact that Open Loop
models were much more likely to bind to the central loop than Closed Loop
models. None of the Open Loop models that showed binding to the terminal loop
were bound to the central loop.
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